PRESS RELEASE

"CYBEROO Defense for ITALY" is born, a three-month free cyber security
service to support "Smart Working" of Italian companies
Cyberoo also receives the GDPR Compliance certificate for the "Titaan
Atlaas" software, developed following the "Security by Design" guidelines,
for corporate Data Protection, also for companies in "Smart Working"
Reggio Emilia, 20 April 2020 - Cyberoo S.p.A, an innovative SME listed on AIM Italia,
specialized in cyber security for businesses, continues to be fully operational even in this
period of national emergency and launches "CYBEROO Defense for ITALY". The initiative,
born in the Reggio Emilia headquarters, makes available the innovative cyber security
services for “Smart Working”, Cypeer and CSI, to all Italian companies that request them,
free of charge for three months.
These services aim at supporting and guaranteeing high security for activities and remote
connections, which have suddenly become essential for the Business Continuity of Italian
companies. Innovative solutions and services owned by Cyberoo, the result of large
investments and expertise, which are proving to be flexible and adaptable to the greater
complexities related to Smart Working and which are able to tackle, quickly and effectively,
both work safety problems in the company as those remotely.
In these days Cyberoo has also received the certificate of compliance with the GDPR (General
Data Protection Regulation) for the "Titaan Atlaas" software, which allows to keep under
control the management of logs and file integrity even for companies in Smart Working.
"The CYBEROO Defense for ITALY project - declares Veronica Leonardi, Executive Board
Member and CMO of Cyberoo - was born with the aim of helping, as an Italian company and
as Italians, the other companies in the country in this period of extraordinary difficulty, which
sees them operate in Smart Working with growing and unexpected cyber security problems.
Today more than ever, the use of innovative tools that guarantee safety of connections and
operations is appropriate and necessary. The declaration on Titaan Atlaas - continues
Veronica Leonardi - confirms compliance with the most rigorous quality standards of our
solutions and places us among the most advanced operators in the field of IT security".
The technical opinion on Titaan Atlaas, issued by the advisor Paolo Giardini, former Director
of the National Privacy and Information Security Observatory and member of the Roster of
Experts of the ITU, the UN Telecommunications Agency, confirms the compliance of the
software with all security requirements. This allows the implementation of a valid control and
evaluation system of both the servers and clients and the system administrators who manage
them.
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The analysis, which started with the assessment of compliance regarding the inalterability
requirement provided by the Privacy Guarantor, was also extended with reference to the
most recent GDPR to which are required to comply all systems that manage personal data.
Titaan Atlaas was in fact implemented keeping in mind the principles of secure programming
starting from the framework used for the development, in addition to the adequacy of the
principles of Privacy by Design and Privacy by Default.
Titaan Atlaas is a System Behavior Analyzer that collects and correlates the logs of services,
applications, virtual servers, server infrastructure and network assets in a single solution.
Through artificial intelligence, the software is capable of understanding when a device or an
application deviate from the usual behavior, eliminating "false positives" and allowing a
proactive approach aimed at solving the bug before it limits or prevents users from using the
system.
The launch of "CYBEROO Defense for ITALY", the GDPR Compliance certification for "Titaan
Atlaas", new recruitments in progress, and before that, technological partnerships and
strategic agreements, confirm the full Cyberoo activity even in a period of extraordinary
emergency for the country.
***
Cyberoo
Cyberoo, a company listed on the AIM Italia market of Borsa Italiana, is an Emilian Innovative SME specialized in
cyber security for businesses, intended not only as protection of IT systems from external attacks but as the
realization of a real strategy capable of protecting, monitoring and manage information from the IT ecosystem.
Cyberoo addresses the medium-sized market with a broad and deep portfolio of enterprise solutions, developed
using the most advanced technologies and with a value chain that allows us to offer prices in line with spending
capacities to this market.
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